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1. have / head. / a / Elephant / matriarchal / families
___________________________________________________________________

2. the / the / most / It / leads / lady / that / experienced / oldest, / elephant / herd. / means 
______________________________________________________________________________________

3. a / A / her / of  / their / and / mother / calves. / family /  sisters, / consists / usually
______________________________________________________________________________________

4. are / to / a / from / in / There / herd. / twenty five / three / elephants 
___________________________________________________________________________

5. find / also / You / herds. / can / male 
_________________________________________

6. live / males / But / alone. / normally 
_________________________________________

7. other / have / a / than / any / longer / — almost / months. / Elephants / mammal / pregnancy / 22 / 
___________________________________________________________________________________

Match the words with their definitions:    a herd  a mammal  a calf  pregnancy 

A. a period of time when a baby is growing in one’s belly    B. a group of elephants 

C. a baby elephant            D. an animal that has fur and produces milk


Unscramble the sentences:
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Match the words with their definitions:

       joy  /   grief  /  distress  /  empathy  /  trunk  /  to comfort  /  to express

A. the nose of an elephant             B.  to make feel better     

C. feeling very sad because of someone’s death     D.  to show                                             
E. the feeling of being very stressed      F.  happiness          

H. the ability to understand and share the feelings of another


8. Elephants _____ feel many emotions ____ people do.

9. For example, they can feel sadness, joy, ____, anger, grief, distress, etc. 

10. Elephants ____ a very high ______ of empathy. 

11. They _____ their trunks to comfort each _____, to express love 
and care. 

Fill out the gaps with the following words:

show - like - use - love - can - other - level 
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a. brain than any other land mammal.

b. they haven’t seen in years. 
c. biggest land animals on Earth. 

d. similar to a human’s brain. 
e. learn and teach. 

f. for elephant’s survival.
g. saying: “Elephants never forget”. 

h. incredible memory.
i. find water and food.

12. Elephants are the

13. They also have a larger
14. Their brain is very 

15. There is an old 
16. Elephants have

17. They can recognise someone or something 
18. Memory is very important 

19. It helps them 
20. It helps them

Match the beginnings of the sentences 
with their endings: 
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Find and correct the mistakes:

21. Elephants great in solving problems.
_____________________________________________

22. They finds and uses tuls.
_____________________________________________

23. They have a understand of basic arithmetic.
_____________________________________________

24. Elephants can recagnise 12  tones of music and repeat 
melodys.
_____________________________________________

25. They are very artistically and creaty.
_____________________________________________
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26. Elephants spend ______ 12 to 18 hours eating 
grass, ______, and fruit every day.

27. Each elephant creates about one 
_______ of poo per week. 
28. Elephant dung is an ______ fertiliser 
and a great material to make paper.

Unscramble the words and put them into the gaps


eeenxctll - ____________

tlnpas - ___________

wtbneee - __________

onetn - ____________
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29. The elephants are one of the few animals that 

can’t jump. 

The other bad jumpers are _______ and _________. 

30. Elephants are one of the few species that can 

recognise themselves in the mirror.

The others are _________ and ___________. 

Fill in the gaps with the names of animal species that fit:
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